
“Sunny” Summer cover for iPhone XS Max
SKU: TESUMSUNIP65

Hard cover with coloured liquid and glitter

This  Sunny cover  from the  Summer Collection  reflects your mood: choose joy and vivacity all year long!

All the vitality of summer is enclosed in this case that is designed to best protect your  iPhone XS Max .

The  liquid and the glitter  inside the Summer Sunny allow you to move the shapes which are evocative of much-loved beach
holidays.

The keys on your iPhone XS Max will be enclosed by this cover and there are  spaces  for the use of the camera and the sensors.

Summer Sunny is a solid cover thanks to the use of PC material that is  resistant to small bumps and scratches . On the other
hand, the edges are  soft  and pleasant to the touch.

Features:

Hard cover
Interior material: mineral oil * and glitter
External material: TPU + PC
Spaces for camera and sensors

*The liquid is harmless to the skin in case of leakage



“Sunny” Summer cover for iPhone XS Max
SKU: TESUMSUNIP65

Technical data
Color: yellow  
EAN: 8018417263248  
SKU: TESUMSUNIP65  
Type: Hard Cover  
Material: TPU + PC  
Finishing/Feature: Hole for digital camera  
Internal material: Mineral oil and glitter  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 0 mm  
Width Pack: 0 mm  
Depth Inner: 0 mm  
Height Pack: 0 mm  
Weight Pack: 0 g  
Width Inner: 0 mm  
Amount Inner: 72  
Depth Master: 0 mm  
Height Inner: 0 mm  
Weight Inner: 0 g  
Width Master: 0 mm  
Amount Master: 6  
Height Master: 0 mm  
Weight Master: 0 g  
Number of products included Pack: 1  
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